THE ARENA

It has been pointed out that the time of the two-mile relay team at the recent Light Guard meet was the second for that track. The Medford team is in this part of the country, and that time of eight minutes, forty-one seconds is a remarkable showing for the team.

The Sophomores intend to continue their good showing for the team.

Katzenberger, of the Freshman track team, is certainly making good in the office of manager. He carried on the Freshman meet in fine style, and at last year's underclass meet he was right on hand, looking after his men and everything in general.

Harvey Benson is making a strong bid for a place in the Institute's "Hall of Fame" in athletics. He'll get it, too, if he continues to show the same determination and stick-to-it-iveness that he has in the past. His running list Saturday was a big feature of the meet.

Katzenberger of the Freshman track team is certainly making good in the office of manager. He carried on the Freshman meet in fine style, and at last year's underclass meet he was right on hand, looking after his men and everything in general.

A. G. Horvek of the Wanderers Hockey Club of New York, an authority on hockey, in selecting an all-collegiate hockey team picks the entire Princeton defence, Read, Blair and Peacock, Heron of Yale, Kay of Princeton, Grassmeyer of Cornell and Hicks of Harvard as forwards. Peacock he selects as captain.

George C. McPartlin, the Waterbury and former Eastern League pitcher, has taken charge of the battery candidates for the baseball team at Yale. He has been engaged to coach the department of the squad until they go South for the Easter trip on March 25. Billy Lush, the general baseball coach, will arrive at New Haven tomorrow.

Both the hockey and basketball seas-sons have closed and neither has been successful. Tech is becoming a "good" team.

The players are contented with what they have in the baseball series. The battery candidates practice three times a week in the gym.

We wish ten extra cigarettes for your money.

The smoke that pleases and satisfies. Perfectly blended Turkish tobacco. Inexpensively packed with ten extra cigarettes for your money.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.